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he majority of Great Lakes’ lighthouses are located near shore to warn travelers
of potential dangers. While one Lake Superior lighthouse serves the same
purpose, it is located much farther away from land than any other beacon, giving it
the title of the “Loneliest Place in North America”.
The area where the lighthouse now resides is on top of a reef 25 miles from the
closest shore and 45 miles from the Marquette Harbor. Hiding under just a few feet
of water and even peeking through the lake’s surface at times, the massive rock is
said to be the greatest threat to ships in all of Lake Superior. It was first discovered
in 1835, by Captain Charles C. Stannard, who was working for the American Fur
Company – it was named Stannard Rock after its founder. To make voyagers aware
of the danger, an attempt was made to mark it with a floating bell in 1849, but
the project was quickly abandoned because the $1,000 allocated for the project
was insufficient. With shipping traffic on the Great Lakes increasing immensely as
each year passed, the reef was responsible for numerous shipwrecks when pioneers
traveled too close, unaware of what was resting just under the water’s surface. Finally
in 1866, the Lighthouse Board decided something needed to be done in order to save
lives – a year later Congress appropriated $10,000 to construct a day beacon on the
rock to see if it could survive being exposed to the elements in treacherous weather.
After the beacon survived for a few years, lighthouse engineer Orlando Poe
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t is unbelievable to think about the entire Thumb
portion of Michigan totally in flames not once,
but TWICE just ten years apart! But it’s true – multiple
counties and practically the whole Thumb were consumed
by flames. This happened first in 1871, and then again
in 1881. These fires will be having their 150th and 140th
anniversaries respectively in 2021.
What led to these two major conflagrations? If the blame
has to go anywhere, it should be placed on the Michigan
lumber industry. Lumber companies descended upon
Michigan from roughly the 1830s to the 1880s – by then
most of the valued hardwood trees were too diminished to
make a profit from cutting them. For fifty years Michigan
was the top lumber-producing state, until the trees were
mostly gone.
See FIRES Page 10
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ThumbPrint News is a monthly
publication provided free to our readers
online and is distributed to prime
locations throughout the Thumb area.
We encourage our readers to support
the advertisers who made this issue
possible. Tell them you saw their ads in
ThumbPrint News!
ThumbPrint News is not responsible
or liable for opinions and/or ideas
expressed by columnists or guest writers,
or articles not written by our staff.
ThumbPrint News can be mailed
directly to your home for as low as
$2.50 an issue! Call (810) 794-2300
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Do you want to turn the clock back 20 or 30 years, or at least as far as the way you look? I discovered today the absolute best antiaging item ever! Usually, I am not one to promote or get on the band wagon for every new wonder product that comes out; I remain the
skeptical one. But, believe me, you just have to get this product and use it! It is remarkable, fantastic and brings unbelievable results.
The best thing about it, besides how it takes years off your looks, is that it is very easy to find EVERYWHERE!
You see, I decided to have Chinese takeout for dinner and wanted some sakè to go with it (rice wine). The local supermarket sells
sakè, so, somewhat unwillingly, I donned my mask and went inside.
I am also not one to usually take one side or the other in controversial debates, but, I must admit, that even though I am following the
mask mandate most of the time, my gut feeling tells me it really isn’t helping at all and may be causing more harm than good in many
ways. And, no, I am not going to elaborate on my opinion; I am just sharing with you how I felt about masks prior to going into that
grocery store for sakè. There really is a point in me letting you know that, as you will see.
Anyway, after I located the sakè and a few other items I needed by following the arrows up and down, up and down the entire store
– and even one time walking my cart backward down the aisle so it would appear I was going the right way – I headed to the checkout.
I laid my items on the counter and when the cashier got to the sakè, he said, “I need to see your ID, please.” I hesitated because I was
sure I hadn’t heard him correctly. He wanted my ID? I am 67 years old! I thought he was kidding. But, he was insistent. Despite being
standard policy at most stores, I’ve been to this one many, many times and have never been carded.
He wasn’t a young man who was a poor judge of age I don’t believe either. Then, it dawned on me! I
was wearing a mask. The wrinkles around my mouth were covered up. Only my eyes and hair were
visible.
I proceeded to find my ID and show the cashier, all the while smiling under my mask, though
the cashier couldn’t tell I was doing so. Then I had my AHA! moment. There is no need for me to
ever buy age-defying makeup, creams or lotions again. I had discovered the absolute best anti-aging
product ever – the MASK!
Let me tell all of the readers out there – you must try this product, if you haven’t already. It comes in
every color imaginable, every cute print you could ever want, and can coordinate with any outfit you
are wearing. It comes with a 100% money-back guarantee.
I have heard many of the pros and cons of wearing a mask, but I am now sold on wearing one if it
will give me the same results wherever I go.
I, like everyone else, hope this pandemic ends soon and with it the mandatory mask wearing.
However, even when that mandate is over, I think I will always be carrying a mask in my purse just for
those times when I need a little jolt to my ego. Remember, you heard about the REAL benefit of the
mask first from ThumbPrint News. Stay safe!
–Diane Kodet

We invite readers to share their Stay-atHome Stories with us! Stories should be of
positive outcomes from this period of social
distancing and/or lessons that have been
learned as a result. You can email those to
ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net. Depending upon
how many readers choose to send us a response,
some of them will be printed as we get them!

DISTRICT COURT

Dear Editor:
I was visiting my mother-in-law, who is very advanced in years, and as I
went out to eat I discovered your wonderful little paper and read every page
of the July 2020 issue. I enjoyed it very much and keep up the good work. I
did notice, as an old print man, on page 27, within the article Characteristics
of a Good Citizen, there is one small typo! It should read "...when no one is
looking", but it is spelled "KNOW one". Look forward to coming back and
reading your paper again. Keep up the good work.
– Alan Daniell
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FOR LIFE-THREATENING INJURIES,
TURN TO THE AREA’S ONLY NATIONALLY
VERIFIED TRAUMA CENTER.
DOING WHAT’S BEST® IN TRAUMA CARE
McLaren Port Huron recently re-earned Level III Trauma Center Verification
from the American College of Surgeons. Verified trauma centers exceed
stringent national standards and commit to providing the highest quality
trauma care for individuals who sustain critical and life-threatening injuries.
Turn to the most experienced team
McLaren Port Huron is the only nationally verified trauma center in St. Clair County.
For critical falls that result in hip fractures, we are also designated as a Blue
Distinction Center+ for hip and knee replacement by Blue Cross Blue Shield.
Our staff and surgeons are specially trained to provide the right care, right away.
Trust the most experienced trauma team in town – McLaren Port Huron.

mclaren.org/phtrauma
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FALL INTO BETTER HEARING

Contributed by Amber Deegan,

General Manager for Beltone Skoric Hearing Aid Center

Fall is upon us! As we approach the holiday season, hopefully we can safely gather with
family and friends this year, despite all that is going on. Our ability to communicate is
key to maintaining healthy relationships and overall quality of life. When we gather with
family, we often reminisce about the good old days and discuss the children growing so fast
and approaching adulthood. The little one’s imaginations are running wild and they love
to come whisper secrets in grandma’s ear. How unfortunate it would be if we miss out on
these once-in-a-lifetime moments because we are disconnected due to our inability to hear
and/or understand what’s being said or going on around us.
Hearing loss is a major problem for all ages due to the noise that surrounds us daily and
now we have the masks as an added disadvantage. However, as we get older it worsens
and if left untreated, that minor loss can become major and have debilitating consequences.
Hearing loss results in cognitive decline because our brain tries to overcompensate to
process what was once easy; consequently other parts of the brain are no longer able to
function at full capacity. This often contributes to dementia and Alzheimer’s later in life.
Hearing loss also takes a major toll on our emotional health and close relationships.
According to a 2007 survey published in the ASHA Leader, 35 percent of participants
reported that out of all of their relationships, the one with their significant other suffered
the most. When we experience hearing loss, we tend to withdraw from those close to
us because we fear them becoming frustrated or even getting angry due to continuously
having to repeat themselves. These situations create resentment, loss of companionship,
loss of intimacy and decreased communication between loved ones. Often, we avoid social
interactions all together because we cannot keep up; therefore, we feel that we have nothing
to contribute. Our self-esteem takes a major blow and we begin to isolate ourselves, become
less connected and are likely to suffer from anxiety, depression and paranoia.
There is hope! With the advancements in technology, hearing assistive devices can
alleviate hearing loss communication barriers. Hearing aids can restore and amplify lost
sounds, allowing us to hear things that we have been missing for quite some time. This
in turn, strengthens our self-esteem, confidence and sense of safety. With our newfound
hearing, we often begin participating more in social activities and reconnecting with our
loved ones, who have been waiting for us to come back to life!
Editor’s note: Beltone Skoric Hearing Aid Center has been serving the hearing-impaired community
in Michigan for over 30 years. They have made it their mission to educate about the negative effects of
untreated hearing loss. For more information, please visit their website www.beltoneskorichearing.com
or call to schedule a free hearing exam at one of their 38 locations: (810) 356-0559.

ANXIETY
FALL
HOLIDAYS
COMMUNICATION
FAMILY
RECONNECT
CONFIDENCE
HEALTH
RELATIONSHIPS
CONNECTION HEARING LOSS
SOUND
DEPRESSION
HEARING
TECHNOLOGY
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Sensational Sterling Silver & Stone Jewelry at Super Special Savings
18” Sterling Silver Fashion
Necklace 6 Pear-Shaped
Clear CZ’s

60919

Maloof Sale Price

Maloof Sale Price

$29.95

Sterling Silver Dancing
Color Stone Earrings
White and Blue Topaz

Sterling Silver Amethyst
Heart Set Pendant on 18”
Maloof Sale Price Chain and Matching
Dangle Earrings
$39.95
with CZ’s

Maloof Sale Price
60931

60935

Maloof Sale Price

$49.95

60887

60622

Sterling Silver Lime Ice
Set with CZ’s 18” Box
Chain with Pendant, Ring
and Earrings

A Lonely Statistic
By Patricia Cosner Kubic,

$89.95

Sterling Silver Oval
Amethyst Bracelet

Maloof Sale Price

$29.95

60908

Maloof Sale Price

Affordable Elegance

60926

18” Sterling Silver Double Bead
Chain with Swarovski Crystal
Fashion Pendant

Emerald-Cut 7x9 mm
Clear CZ Sterling Silver
Earrings

$19.95

$69.95

60919

60916

18” Sterling Silver Alternating
Link Chain with Double Heart
.25 carat total weight Diamond
Pendant

ThumbPrint News Columnist

The news is just packed to the gills every single day about the pandemic. Every day we get
a dose of statistics: number of cases, deaths, plummeting GNP, skyrocketing unemployment
claims, countless service workers wondering if they’ll ever make another five dollars; healthcare
workers scared that they can’t make it four more hours until their shift is over. Numbers are
everywhere.
Each number is important; it should be reported and then contemplated. Every case is scary,
every death is tragic, every unemployment application is uncertain and every hour a healthcare
worker puts in is tentative.
I am grateful, as I hope so many people are, that we outwardly see signs to help ease these
numbers and the reactions that follow. We see hearts attached to trees, windows and even
bicycle fenders. If we are lucky, during our walks, we see colorful messages inscribed in
sidewalk chalk or if we are very lucky, a 3-D image on a driveway that makes us look twice
thinking a dolphin has really come through a big wave.
But, during the constant flood of news, there is one category for which no data was reported.
And that significant statistic is every bit as wide spread as the virus and comes with lingering
effects. The category I’m referring to is lonely people.
I am a fan of loneliness; somebody has to be. It is such an undervalued, underrated and,
these days, an underreported epidemic. While I know it is not a true medical illness, and I’m
sure there is no medical billing code for it, it is everywhere and it is spreading as fast as this virus
in a hot spot.
I am a fan because somebody needs to keep talking about how having a bad case of loneliness
effects every part of your day. When you are lonely, you never get a break from feeling its
weight on your shoulders. Sure, you can make a call, have a Zoom meeting or try to get lost in
a hobby. But when those counter-actions are done, the loneliness comes back as if you never
had any relief from it. It’s that formidable.
And, now, even during arguably Michigan’s best season, loneliness is everywhere. I sorely
miss seeing my friends. Sure, I’ve seen them now and then in a backyard six feet away and I’m
grateful for that. But the lack of a hug, the lost close huddle around a dinner table makes our

Maloof Sale Price

$99.95

28525 Harper Avenue St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
586-774-2100 www.maloofjewelry.com

time together feel less than. Ladies, in particular, love a long gab fest after dinner at the table
with lingering cocktails. I drive home feeling good to have seen my friends’ faces on something
other than a screen; but my heart is not filled by them as usual after a gathering. Angst follows
when I think about how long it will be until we can closely gather.
To muck up things even more, there is another layer of loneliness. This specific loneliness
seeps up from missing activities that we thought would never end. I really miss the interest
that comes from trying a new restaurant, exploring a new store, soaking in the miracle that is
wonderful live music, doing in-person volunteer work and of course, baseball…heck, any live
sport. These activities filled our souls in a way that family and friends cannot. I am blessed to
have family and friends who return the love that I have for them; but as priceless as that love
is, the interest, intrigue and anticipation that comes from our favorite activities is not something
they can replace. Once again, we are lonely for those things that filled us.
So, as a lonely person who misses her friends and family (especially the out-of-staters) beyond
measure, my loneliness is compounded because I miss my activities. It turns out the time I
spent with them meant more to me than I knew. Those activities are gone for right now; I don’t
know when I’ll be with them again. My heart sinks and the line on my personal loneliness graph
starts to move upward like too many of the lines on all the recent grafts.
Nevertheless, I will continue to be a fan of loneliness. It is not something that can be whisked
away and mentioned shortly in passing during a Zoom call. It is something to be respected,
listened to, and, the best we can, acted upon. The morning I wrote this column, I was sitting
in my car weeping after reading a bunch of text messages from a friend who is lucky enough
to have abundant local relatives to build a small company. I am grateful that my friend has
such full weekends. But, of course, when someone has something you don’t, their life puts a
spotlight on your missing piece. So, the only thing I can do, as the unofficial president of the
Southeast Michigan Society of Loneliness, is to continue to give loneliness it’s due. I’m here to
report that millions of people have an awful case of loneliness, causing untold hours of sadness,
with some of those hours bordering on hopelessness. Statistics that impressive deserve to be
reported.
Much like the pandemic, all we can do with our loneliness is plow through. One day, just like
the pandemic, we will see the lines on our graphs going downward; we will hear about people
getting their jobs back. And, just as importantly, one day, without expectation, we will go to bed
that night and realize our loneliness has quieted, finally. And when this happens, we will realize
that all along we had the strength to endure this virus and the very real loneliness it caused.
Knowing that truth is in front of us, makes long lonely days a statistic we can face.
You can reach Patricia at pckubic@gmail.com.
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FULL GROCERY DEPARTMENT

FROM LABOR DAY
PICNICS TO
HEALTHY LUNCH
OPTIONS FOR
BACK-TO-SCHOOL,
WE HAVE WHAT
YOU NEED.

FRESHEST FRUITS & VEGGIES

BAKED FRESH DAILY

QUALITY CHEESES & DELI MEATS
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OUR ONLINE
SHOPPING
SERVICE!

LARGE SELECTION OF USDA CHOICE ANGUS BEEF

HELP PROTECT OUR SUPERMARKET HEROS. KINDLY WEAR YOUR MASKS WHILE SHOPPING OUR STORE. WE AS A STAFF ARE CLOSELY FOLLOWING THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT AND CDC’S GUIDELINES AS THEY CHANGE.

neimansfamilymarket.com

810-329-4535

1167 S. Carney Dr., St. Clair, MI 48079
visit facebook.com/NeimansFamilyMarket
for fresh facts & grillin’ tips!
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En By John J. Genord,
ThumbPrint News Guest Writer

With the pandemic and many of the typical summer events cancelled, many are
looking for sources of enjoyment and entertainment outside of the home. Visiting a
local nature trail is a great alternative. It is particularly enjoyable if you bring a camera
along with you. This adds a creative element to the healthy element for the body and
mind, which is so often associated with walking in nature. Don’t worry, you do not
always need an expensive DSLR camera to take good photos and the suggestions in
this article are not dependent upon what type of camera you use.
“I Visited the Trail and Didn’t See Anything!” One of the most common mistakes
people who are new to walking nature trails make is to walk too fast and/or too
loudly! Wildlife, living in a continuously perilous environment, must always be on
the lookout for predators which may bring about an abrupt end to their life. They
also employ various methods of concealment to help in this regard. That means the
wildlife will typically see you well before you see it. As such, it will have quickly
retreated to safety before you even have a chance to see it, let alone photograph it.
Tips: Wear nature’s colors. Walk slow. Walk quietly. Stop often. Use trees or
underbrush as cover. These strategies will go a long way to assure you will not be
one of the unfortunates who return from a nature trail exclaiming they did not see
anything!
Not Just One Perspective! Once you have adjusted your appearance, cadence and
conduct upon the trail to increase the likelihood of seeing
wildlife, then we can talk about enhancing
Two tiny
mushrooms on your enjoyment of it by employing some of
a log. Moving the photography techniques that I use daily on
around for
the nature trails to capture more interesting
different
angles create photographs. First, if you are photographing
dramatically something stationary like a flower, a mushroom or
different
a particular landscape that catches your eye, move
photos.
around! Don’t just shoot the object once and move
on. Instead, move around! Change perspectives,
moving to the left or right of the object or up
and down to change the angle of view. You will
find you can generate quite different photos of
the same object. Your creativity is boundless!
Further, while you are spending a little time with that particular object, it is ever
more likely that other wildlife will unexpectedly happen upon you giving you added
opportunities you did not even plan for!
Compose the Photograph! Changing the perspective
that you photograph an object is only one of many
techniques I employ on the nature trails regularly.
Others you can try are:
A) Instead of putting the critter right in the middle of the
camera frame, put it on one of the outside thirds of the
Damsel Fly showing
picture frame looking in toward the center,
B) Pay attention to what is in the foreground or framing composing image with subject
the subject. Composing the photo so something (a rock, in upper third, looking toward
center of photograph.
log) is in the foreground will add depth to the photo, or
you can use a branch or something to partially frame in the subject as well. Some of
this can be done after when you experiment with cropping a photo in different ways
to see what you like best.
Where’s the Sun? Watch where the lightsource is. Typically it should be behind you;
but if you experiment with it ahead of the camera, you can get some interesting
effects! That is, if nature lets you.
There are many more techniques to make interesting and varied photographs that
those really interested can explore on their own. These few techniques, however, will
go a long way to increasing your enjoyment on the nature trails as you walk with your
camera on the ready!
Editor’s note: John J. Genord, jgenord@gmail.com, is a nature enthusiast and spends
a great deal of time out on the nature trails hiking and shooting nature photos
around Michigan and beyond. In the past, he has volunteered as the steward of
nature areas of the Michigan Nature Association. The three photos featured
within the article are by the author's hiking companion, Kristie Lutz.
Background photo is by Hannah Wolf, taken at the Paint Creek Trail
in Rochester, Michigan.

Modular Homes Have Come a Long Way.
• Over 100 different floor plans or customize your own home!
• One Contractor from Start to Finish

PROPERTY POTPOURRI
Don Alcorn, GRI and Barbara Alcorn, GRI

Specializing in River Front, Golf Course Properties, Military Relocation

MARKET MATTERS

We are happy to report that the southeastern Michigan residential real estate
market is rebounding.
Low residential real estate mortgages continue at extremely attractive rates. In
August, Freddie Mac’s weekly average interest rate on 30-year fixed rate mortgages
hit its lowest level in the survey’s 49-year history. These rates have hit new market
lows eight times this year.
Buyer demand remains strong and the market is rebounding well. The supply of
new and resale homes is still tight, making it challenging, competitive and sometimes
frustrating for buyers, particularly at price points below $300,000.
The economy continues to rebound, jobs continue to come back and residential
real estate prices continue going up.
Year-to-date through July, compared to 2019, median and average sales prices are
up 4 – 10% year over year, depending on the geographic area:
		
		
		
		
		
		

			
Macomb County 		
Oakland County 		
St. Clair County
		
Metro Detroit
		
Eastern Thumb
		

Median Price
$ 194,000
$ 277,500
$ 172,000
$ 215,000
$ 160,000

Average Price
$ 220,334
$ 328,559
$ 195,156
$ 249,407
$ 184,757

With respect to the national housing market, according to Realtor.com, it has taken
four months for the U.S. housing market to get back to the more normal pace of
growth we saw before this COVID-19 pandemic.
We remain optimistic that this momentum will continue throughout the summer
and fall.
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TWO WEEKS OF

FREE RENT

FOR NEW VENDORS!
An Upscale Trade Center
with 150 Showrooms
Modern, Clean and Pet Friendly

A Little Bit of Everything with Something for Everyone

3.2 Miles East
of I-94
on 23 Mile Rd.

586-273-7900 newbaltimoretradecenter.com
35248 23 Mile Road, New Baltimore, MI 48047

BUYING A HOME

Home…the most important purchase we ever make. The process can be challenging
and stressful, especially for first-time buyers. Navigating the process with a good Realtor®
can make all the difference.
Before You Buy – Preparation is key – from down payments to mortgage prequalification
to defining the type of house you want that will meet your needs and wants. Particularly
in this competitive market, you need to be ready to make an offer when you find a
house that appeals to you.
Should I Use A Buyer’s Agent – Years ago, in Michigan, real estate agents all represented
the party selling the house. In Michigan, today, there are different types of realtor/
client relationships.
A Buyer’s Agent will represent you and only you in the real estate transaction and
act solely on your behalf. They will help you refine your house specifications, identify
properties of potential interest for you, and provide access and tour properties with you.
While they do not provide legal advice, they will work with you to craft a competitive
purchase offer, preserve contingencies such as mortgage approval and independent
inspection of the property, prepare documents to make the purchase offer, and
negotiate the terms of the purchase agreement for you on your behalf. Your Agent will
assist you over the entire course of the process through closing.
After You Get An Accepted Offer – Unless you are paying cash, this is when you make
your formal mortgage application. You also will have a limited time period to conduct
your home inspection. This is your opportunity to be sure there are no defects you did
not see prior to your offer. If you discover significant issues, depending on the terms of
your purchase agreement, you may have the opportunity to negotiate further with the
seller to correct these items.
Closing – The final step in the process, after the financing is approved and loan and real
estate documents to transfer title have been prepared, you will meet with the seller,
lender and title company representative to sign the required paperwork to make the
property your own and get the keys.
Editor’s Note: Don and Barbara Alcorn are Realtors® serving St. Clair, Macomb, Oakland
Counties & the Grosse Pointes, and are part of an international network of Realtors.
They are affiliated with Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel, the #1 Coldwell Banker in Michigan.
You can reach Don and Barbara at (810) 278-6654 or -6655 or dalcorn@cbwm.com or balcorn@cbwm.com.

(810) 794-5678 if you have yellow jackets!
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Many people were in church listening to fire and brimstone sermons, only to exit
the service to see the “wall of flame” heading towards them, probably convinced
force these lumber companies to perform any cleanit was Armageddon! Just in Huron County alone, the
up. In the aftermath of cutting Michigan’s trees, the
losses were said by the Iosco County Gazette to be “339
lumberjacks left lots of “slashings”, which is what they
dwellings, a church, four hotels, ten stores, seventeen
called the leftover branches, stumps and any trees and
mills, eighteen schoolhouses, and seven wharves.” They
parts of trees that the lumber companies didn’t want.
reported the Sanilac County losses as “102 dwellings,
These were left to litter the forests, dry in the sun and
ten schoolhouses, four stores, four mills, two hotels,
become kindling.
two wharves, and produce valued at $116,585.”
In BOTH 1871 and 1881, the Thumb fires were
The Thumb Fire of 1871 was said to be a “treetop
caused by a combination of a hot, dry summer, a
fire,” that is, it spread from treetop to treetop. This
drought, a major windstorm, and fueled by the slashings
was different from the Thumb Fire of 1881, which was
the lumber companies left behind. Primarily because of
more of a ground fire, spreading from and fueled by the
all of the “hardwood” extracted from Michigan – the
slashings on the ground.
basswood, beech, birch, maple and especially the white
The Great Thumb Fire of Monday, September 5,
pine – most of the buildings in Michigan were made out
1881, happened ten years after the first Great Thumb
of wood, not brick, and were easy tinder for a fire. There
Fire and was preceded by many minor fires, some
were also plank roads and wooden sidewalks – more
started by farmers clearing their land, some by sparks
fuel for the fires.
from the railroad, occurring in late August. There was
The first Thumb Fire wasn’t very well-publicized,
a big fire in northern Tuscola County and a forest fire
most likely because the Thumb Fire of 1871 occurred
west of Bad Axe.
at the same time as lots of other fires – all on October
On September 2, a great portion of the Village of
Extent of fires of October 8, 1871
8, 1871. It came to be known as the “Great
Carsonville burned. As the heat grew, it
Michigan Fire.” (Another name used is
caused “flash fires” in farmer’s fields,
“The Great Port Huron Fire of 1871”.)
where dry grains would spontaneously
Simultaneous occurring fires did major
combust.
damage in Alpena, Holland, Glen Haven,
Sunday, the day before the Great Fire,
Manistee and Port Huron.
there was lots of wind from the southwest
Also, on Sunday, October 8, 1871,
and many small fires broke out. The settlers
the Great Peshtigo Fire was raging in
all helped each other put them out and kept
Wisconsin, killing an estimated 1,500 to
everything under control.
2,500 people. A closer number has never
But on Monday, the very next day, the
been determined because all the records
winds steadily increased all morning.
were lost in the fire. The Peshtigo Fire even
Fortunately, communications had improved
The Bad Axe Courthouse, from a 1940’s postcard in the ten years since the first Thumb Fire,
burned some of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Simulation of Comet Biela fragmenting
The Great Chicago Fire, wrongly said to be caused when Mrs. O’Leary’s cow so this time Bad Axe residents knew about the fire near the Huron County Poor
kicked over a lantern, happened simultaneously and it got the most press.
Farm as it was occurring.
There was such a string of Midwest fires in 1871, that scientists theorized that
By 2:00 p.m., the wind velocity increased and lots of smoke was seen in the west.
they might have all been caused by sparks from a meteor or comet. The Comet Biela A great darkness descended upon the region! It was described as “infinite darkness,”
was one in particular that was thought to be a possible cause. It was seen to split and as the smoke from the fire turned day into night.
fragment, and it was thought the burning pieces might have fallen to Earth.
At first it grew hotter and the wind became more intense, and soon it became hard
The Thumb Fire of 1871 was more widespread than the one in 1881. But whether to breathe. Then all of a sudden, everything burst into flame! In most areas people
it was or wasn’t caused by a comet, it was fueled by the same elements – a hot headed towards the closest body of water. In Bad Axe the populace headed to its
summer, lack of water, plenty of wooden fuel and lots of wind. Over 200 people only brick building, the recently-built courthouse.
were killed and 15,000 left homeless; again, an exact record could not be determined
As the population poured into the building, the crying and grim-faced residents
due to the destruction of records in the fire.
were further protected when most of the men used a well (fortunately located on the
Many settlements were just getting their start in 1871 and never recovered after west side and not in danger from the fire), to continually douse the building with
the fire. Some of these include Center Harbor, New River, Forest Bay and White water. This saved the people and the building.
Rock. Most of the town inhabitants watched their settlements being consumed
The 400 Bad Axe residents emerged to find their worlds destroyed; their buildings
by fire from boats docked around Lake Huron, where most of them had sought and all their possessions were burnt to a crisp! And it was the same for almost the
refuge. Along with the people in the water were the beasts of the field, neither group whole population of the Thumb. Many suffered and were never the same because of
threatening the other.
the effects of the fires.
In 1871, there were not many trails in the
After the fires, people from all over
Thumb, which made boating the main access sent in aid, including large donations
to the area. Unfortunately, it was so dark and from Bay City, Saginaw, East Saginaw
smoky from the fire that a scant three ships were (back then a separate town), Flint,
all that could make it through to the disaster area Sarnia, as well as Detroit and Port
to perform rescues.
Huron.
The conflagration burned and smoked for
The relief for the victims of the
eleven days, finally ending on October 19. 1881 fire was the first assignment for
News did not travel very fast in those days – the American Red Cross. They helped
newspapers were few and couldn’t get through with rebuilding homes and provided
Selected village victims of the 1881
during this time. Telegraph lines had burnt furniture. For farmers they provided
Fire, from Bailey’s “Chart of the Burnt down. So, reports of the 1871 fire traveled
farm implements and seed.
District (of Michigan)” The “hatched”
mostly
by
word-of-mouth.
Sadly,
most
people
The relief centers and the Red Cross
lines are the “unburnt” areas, or Thumb
didn’t hear about the fire until it was too late.
provided medical aid, farm equipment,
areas that survived the blazes.

FIRE, Continued from Page 1 money into Michigan, little to nothing was done to
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bedding, food and more to the stricken area. The items were distributed through the
churches left standing and the Bad Axe Courthouse.
The aftermath of the 1881 fire saw many of the lessons that should have
been learned from the first fire finally Bailey’s map of the burnt area of the fire of 1881
implemented. Fire-fighting methods
beyond bucket brigades were developed,
fire departments formed, and fire
trucks and equipment were purchased.
Prevention programs began, including
Fire Prevention Week and the Smokey
the Bear, “only you can prevent forest
fires” campaigns.
Many people saw the “wall of flames”
as it was called, and thought it was the
end of the world. For many it was, and
for most their world would never be the
same.
Sources:
Bailey, William O. (1882). Report on the Michigan Forest Fires of 1881. Washington, DC: Office
of the Chief Signal Officer.
"Fires Ravaged Michigan's Thumb in 1871, 1881" (2007). Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan
News.
Lincoln, James H. & Donahue, James L. (1984). Fiery Trial. Lansing, MI: Historical Society of
Michigan.
Moore, Charles (1915). The History of Michigan, Volume 1. Chicago, IL: The Lewis Publishing Co.
Park, Roderick (1955). The Thumb Fire of 1881. Sault Ste. Marie, MI: The Sault News Printing
Company
Rummel, Walt (2003). "The Great Fire of 1881: How the Thumb Survived." Bad Axe, MI: The
Huron Daily Tribune.
Schultz, Gerard (1969). The New History of Michigan’s Thumb. Elkton, MI: Self-published.
Schultz, Gerard (1968). Walls of Flames. Elkton, MI: Self-published.
Stoddard, Betty (1997). Michigan on Fire. Holt, MI: Thunder Bay Press.
Trumble, Hazel A. (1984). Sanilac County History 1834-1984. Shawnee Mission, KS: InterCollegiate Press.
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CALL toll-free
(888) 783-8190

Lakeshore Legal Aid offers free
civil legal services for survivors of
domestic violence and sexual assault.
To speak confidentially with an attorney,
call our Counsel and Advocacy Law Line:
CALL toll-free (888) 783-8190
Mon, Tue, Thu 9AM to 5PM | Wed 9AM to 6PM | Fri 9AM to 1PM
OR call one of our local offices:
Port Huron office: (810) 985-5107; Caro office: (989) 673-5652
Mon-Fri 8:30AM to 4:30PM

Visit our website at: www.lakeshorelegalaid.org
Lakeshore Legal Aid: 30500 Van Dyke, Suite 601, Warren, MI 48093
Chief Executive Officer Ashley Lowe approved the content of this message.

This project was supported by Grant No. 34 U.S.C. § 20121 (OVW-LAV) awarded by the Office on
Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions and
recommendations expressed in this publication/program/exhibition are those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Justice.

It can be hard to imagine navigating through life without the ability to
read or write and most children in the United States are expected to learn
to read at an early age. Yet, 78% of low-income students in the U.S. are
reading below grade level at the end of fourth grade.
Each year September 8th marks UNESCO’s International Literacy
Day, raising awareness globally on the issues surrounding adult and
child literacy. First held in 1966, and now part of the UN’s sustainable
development goals program adopted in 2015, International Literacy
Day highlights the changes and improvements being made
worldwide in literacy development.
HOW TO CELEBRATE INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collect books to build kids home libraries.
Start a book drive and donate books to charity.
Get involved with your local library.
Volunteer to tutor a local student one hour a week throughout
the school year.
Organize a volunteer tutoring day with a local elementary
school.
Donate your gently used books to educators at local schools
or to Better World Books.
Start a Little Free Library in your community.
Give a book as a gift.
Share your favorite verse or book passage on social media.

Melanie Duquesnel

G
BE WA RE OF DE BT CO LL EC TIO N SC AM S DU RIN
TH E CO VID -1 9 PA ND EM IC
The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has upended the global economy,
disrupted countless companies’ operations and shaken many Americans’
personal finances. Better Business Bureau® Serving Eastern Michigan & the
Upper Peninsula (BBB) reminds consumers who are concerned about debt
obligations to know their rights, take steps to protect their credit and guard
against debt collection scams.
Under the CARES Act, lenders must report to credit bureaus that borrowers
are current on their debt obligations or if the borrower has sought relief from
those obligations because of the pandemic. Many other lenders have already
taken proactive steps to help borrowers impacted by this crisis, offering
forbearance, loan extensions, a reduction in interest rates or other forms of
flexibility.
If the coronavirus crisis has affected your finances to the point that you’re
having difficulty repaying a loan, you should reach out to the lender right away
to discuss your options.
At the same time, don’t let the current crisis mindset distract you from keeping
a close eye on your finances and credit – and don’t fall prey to scammers taking
advantage of the crisis.
Consumers who are working with a lender on forbearance or other flexible
repayment options should obtain written documentation of such arrangements.
They also should monitor their credit report to be sure it accurately reflects
their repayment efforts. Consumers can obtain a free credit report from all
three major credit bureaus – Equifax, TransUnion and Experian – once every
12 months via AnnualCreditReport.com.
Debt collection scams are common. BBB Scam Tracker received nearly 1,700
reports of this fraud in 2019. The scammer calls and tells you that they work
for a loan company, law firm or government agency, claiming to be collecting
an overdue payment. They may make threats of suing you, having your wages
garnished, arresting you or forcing you to appear in court thousands of miles
from home.
BBB received more than 15,700 complaints about debt collection agencies
in 2019. BBB recommends consumers follow these tips to manage their debt
safely and fairly:
•

•

You can find more information at: en.unesco.org/commemoratioliteracyday

"My alma mater was books, a good library...
I could spend the rest of my life reading, just
satisfying my curiosity." – Malcolm X

•

Get it in writing. Not only should lenders document their arrangements
with you, debt collectors are required by law to provide “validation
notice” of your debt in writing. The notice must include the amount of
the debt, the name of the creditor and a statement of your rights.
Ask for more information. If you do owe money and aren’t sure if the
caller is real, ask for their name, company, street address and telephone
number. Do not provide any personal or financial information over the
phone. A legitimate debt collector should have details on the accounts
in question. If the scammer has personal information, place a fraud alert
with Equifax, TransUnion and Experian.
Think twice about paying for a credit report. While paid credit
monitoring is available and multiple credit reports in a year from a
single credit bureau may incur a small fee, the only legitimate website
for obtaining the free credit report to which you are entitled yearly is
AnnualCreditReport.com. Be alert to websites that offer a “free” credit
report but charge a fee in the fine print.

•

Report scams. If you suspect you are being targeted in a debt collection
scam or you have already fallen victim to one, report it to BBB Scam
Tracker (bbb.org/scamtracker).
Report unfair dealings with debt collectors. File a complaint or leave
a review at BBB.org. Your state attorney general’s office, the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB) also have avenues for complaints against collection agencies.

Visit bbb.org/coronavirus for more consumer tips regarding the coronavirus
or call (866) 788-5706.
Editor’s note: Melanie Duquesnel is the president and CEO
Bureau serving Eastern Michigan & the Upper Peninsula,
organization that fights fraud and promotes ethical business
marketplace through its business accreditation, consumer
resolution programs. Contact your local BBB by calling (248)
www.bbb.org.

of the Better Business
which is a non-profit
practices in the local
education and dispute
223-9400 or by visiting
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Located at: Knights of Columbus Grounds
11541 21 Mile Road, Shelby Twp., MI
www.UticaAntiques.com / 586.254.3495

A good vocabulary is a powerful tool and makes communication
simpler, so we will continue our quest for unusual, forgotten or
misunderstood words and their meanings. We hope our readers
will join in our learning journey by submitting some uncommon
words they’ve discovered.

Compiled By Laura Irwin, ThumbPrint News Staff Writer
“
Rudeness is the weak person’s imitation of strength.” - Eric Hoffer

civility

ci·vil·i·ty \ sə-ˈvi-lə-tē

A noun meaning formal politeness and courtesy in behavior or speech, polite remarks
used in formal conversation. First known use: late Middle English from Old French civilite,
from Latin civilitas, from civilis ‘relating to citizens’. Ex. Civility seems to have been
abandoned and forgotten by so many in the social media arena.

decency

Mon. – Fri. 7AM – 6PM | Sat. 7AM – 5PM

de·cen·cy \ dēsənsē

A noun meaning behavior that conforms to accepted standards of morality, modesty or
respectability. First known use: 1560 – ’70; <Latin decentia comeliness, decency, equivalent
to decent- (stem of decēns) fitting (see decent) + -ia noun suffix Ex. The personal quality
of decency is one of honesty, good manners and respect for other people.

4600 24th Ave., Fort Gratiot, MI 48059
Tel: 810-385-6000 Fax: 810-385-1667
1777 Busha Hwy., Marysville, MI 48040
Tel: 810-364-6400 Fax: 810-364-1370
www.jones-equipment.com

propriety

pro·pri·e·ty \ prə-ˈprī-ə-tē

A noun meaning the details or rules of behavior conventionally considered to be correct,
the condition of being right, appropriate or fitting. First known use: in 1425 – ’75; late Middle
English propriete “ownership, something owned, one's own nature” (compare variant
proprete property), from Middle French propriété, from Latin proprietāt-, stem of proprietās
“peculiarity, ownership,” equivalent to propri(us) proper + -etās, variant, after vowels,
of -itās -ity. Ex. “In contemporary America, the appearance of prosperity is all too often
taken as a sign of propriety.” − Jack Beatty

Great Pricing

FREEPIK.COM

On the Spot Financing
We Rent, Sell & Service!

If you have suggestions, please email the word(s) and meaning(s) to thumbprintnews@comcast.net,
along with your first and last name and the city of your residence, or mail them to us at the address
located on page 2 of the paper. When we use your submitted words, we will credit you in the column
so please be sure to include your first and last name and the city of your residence.
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Summer may be unofficially over on
Labor Day, but everyone who can be
is still outdoors enjoying gardening,
parties, barbeques, picnics and bonfires;
however, we aren’t alone! The stinging
insects are still out in full force taking advantage of every opportunity
to fortify their queens before winter. As the days cool off, you will
see increased activity from stinging insects like yellow jackets,
European and American paper wasps and bald faced hornets.
One of the most dangerous stinging insects is the bald faced hornet.
They are mostly black with a white face and grow much bigger than
most other stinging insects – about ½" to ¾" in size. They build
aerial nests and are extremely territorial and protective of them. The
inside of these nests resemble the honeycomb style nest built by a
wasp, but the outside is completely enclosed with grayish, brown
paper. The nests are round or oval and if left untreated, will grow to
be very big, housing anywhere from 400 to 700 of these oversized
stinging brutes. Nests will commonly be built in trees and shrubs or
under overhangs on homes and garages.
These nests are their homes, which they will aggressively defend
without hesitation if they feel threatened
by people and animals. Just getting too
close can trigger an attack and since they
are sensitive to vibrations, lawn mowers
and weed trimmers may also initiate an
assault. And unfortunately for us, they
don’t lose their stingers after one sting,

meaning they will continue to sting you over and over again
until you are no longer a threat.
The swelling, burning, itching and pain from just one sting
from this hornet can last several hours, but multiple stings will be excruciating
and can increase a person’s chance of having an allergic reaction. Stings from
these hornets have been known to create "gunshot size" holes in the skin and
can cause blistering, in addition to the swelling and pain. Bald faced hornet
stings need to be taken seriously, as they can become fatal for some.
Similar to other stinging insects, bald faced hornets feed on nectar and pollen,
but because of their large size, they are also carnivorous, targeting smaller
insects, such as honey bees, flies and yellow jackets. The queen begins building
her nest in early spring, but waits until midsummer to expand her colony when
food is more plentiful. This is why these nests are not usually noticed until late
summer – once they’ve grown really large. It will seem like the nest came out
of nowhere, but it has actually been there all summer.
Once again, due to the protective, aggressive nature of bald faced hornets, we
DO NOT EVER recommend self treating! If you find a nest on your home or
property, call a professional! Do not go near or bother the nest in any way. The
slightest movement or vibration around the nest may trigger an attack. ABC
Bees has trained and certified professionals who can safely and successfully treat
these nests. Our technicians will be fully suited up to protect themselves from
getting stung. Nests should be treated as soon as they are
found to prevent them from continuing to grow and expand.
The bigger the nest, the more aggressive insects you will
have in and around your home and yard. Call ABC Bees,
a divison of ABC Home & Commercial Services today at
(810) 794-5678 for fast, reliable service!
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It's Stinging Season
AT THIS TIME OF YEAR,

YELLOW JACKETS AND
BALD FACED HORNETS
ARE ACTIVELY AND AGGRESSIVELY
PROTECTING THEIR NESTS!

ABC Bees will provide a treatment to kill the entire colony, greatly reducing
the chance of problem colonies next year and provide you with a safe,
enjoyable atmosphere in your outdoor space.

BEES
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5 Reasons Kids Should Play Outside More
(StatePoint) Whether it’s dance lessons, computer projects, art class or yoga, kids
these days are busy bees. And while such activities are enriching and fun, experts say
that many kids aren’t spending enough time doing something much simpler and every
bit as important as structured programming: playing outdoors.
“Finding time for the kids to play outside can be such a challenge for parents,”
says Keri Wilmot, a pediatric occupational therapist and an expert contributor to
TheGeniusofPlay.org. “As a parent I worry about ‘stranger danger’ or whether my kids
will be able to navigate social issues on their own. Without spontaneity, playtime has
lost some of it’s fun.”
Outdoor play is necessary for healthy child development, according to The Genius
of Play. The initiative, whose mission is to raise awareness about the importance of
play and help parents make play a critical part of raising their kids, is sharing five
benefits of unstructured outdoor playtime:

(810) 794-5678 to prevent ants!
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• Physical Development: Research has shown that physically active kids tend to be
leaner and healthier, while an inactive childhood can lead to a sedentary (and likely
unhealthy) lifestyle in adulthood. Furthermore, physical play builds gross and fine
motor skills necessary for success in school and beyond. Hanging from the monkey
bars, for instance, helps kids develop the hand muscles needed to grip a pencil.
• Risk-Taking: Through outdoor play, children are given the opportunity to step
outside their comfort zones and try new things. While taking risks won’t always
lead to success on the first try, moments like a first bike ride without training wheels,
or the first trip down the big slide in the playground, are critical for building the
confidence and resilience needed to pursue a future career, start a business, or handle
life’s many challenges.
• Social Skills: Childhood games played outdoors can help build social skills and
teach kids to follow directions. From games as simple as tag, to those with more
complicated rules, like “Kick the Can,” “Capture the Flag,” and sports like soccer
and basketball, communication, teamwork and other important social skills are
developed during outdoor play.
• Problem Solving: Children’s imaginations are often stimulated by the world around
them. Being outside widens their horizons and can encourage kids to tap into their
creativity in order to come up with solutions to challenges, such as learning how to
build a sandcastle or figuring out how to climb up a jungle gym.
• Reducing Stress: So much outdoor play involves physical activity, thrilling moments
and a sense of freedom, all of which can boost endorphins, helping to lower stress
levels and reduce anxiety and depression. Interestingly, simply touching dirt when
creating mud pies or digging for worms can be beneficial. According to a Bristol
University study, certain types of “friendly” bacteria in soil have been found to
activate the group of neurons that produce serotonin, which contributes to a feeling
of well-being and happiness. So, don’t be afraid to let your kids get a bit dirty out
there!
For play ideas, expert advice and other play resources, visit TheGeniusOfPlay.org.
Playtime is essential for children. To promote health, happiness and confidence, be
sure some of it is spent outdoors.
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proposed that a lighthouse should be
constructed on the reef in 1871. Two
years later, surveying began for the best location on the reef
to erect the lighthouse, and it was determined that because
of the difficult building conditions, the construction would
cost at least $300,000 – approximately $6 million today after
taking inflation into consideration. The study also found that
a fog signal was a necessity because clear days in the area
were scarce, with only five days fog-free in June of 1874.
Once another similar project was finished in the Straights of
Mackinaw, the needed machinery was transported to the middle
of Lake Superior. In order to support the crew needed for the
massive undertaking, a camp was erected near Skanee, which
was known as Stannardsville – the area had storage, docks,
offices and workshops. Due to the treacherous conditions
where the construction was taking place and the weather being
uncooperateive the first year, the crew was only able to work about 60 percent of
the season.
The first task was to construct the concrete crib for the foundation, which sat in
11 feet of water. Due to the fact that even the base camp was dozens of miles from
the lighthouse and workers didn’t want to move the massive limestone blocks,
weighing as much as 30 tons, for no reason, the entire tower was constructed on
land first. Once it was determined that each piece fit, the lighthouse was dissembled
and shipped out to the reef. The foundation was completed in August of 1880,
weighing over 7,200 tons and rising nearly 25 feet above the lake. Work on the
lighthouse tower was now well on its way, and by the end of summer in 1881, the
limestone tower’s final piece was set – brick work on the interior continued until
October when work ceased for the winter. Most of the time the crew seemed to
take one step forward and two steps back after returning to the site at the beginning
of each season due to damage caused by the ice. Work continued in May of 1882,
and when they arrived workers found nearly the whole lighthouse encased in ice
10 feet thick. It took a crew of 15 men over a week before they were able to clear
all the ice.
By June of that year, the finishing touches, such as the room for the lantern and
the spiral staircase were installed. After five years and $305,000, the Stannard Rock
Lighthouse was finally finished and shining bright in the desolate area of Lake
Superior on July 4, 1882. The finished product held the light 102 feet above the
lake, while the lighthouse itself stood 78 feet tall. The tower boasts seven stories,
which includes a sleeping areas, a kitchen, a library and a watch room. The base of
the lighthouse has a diameter of 29 feet with walls that are nearly eight feet thick.
The tower tapers as it ascends up to the top, with the lantern room having an 18foot diameter outside with 22-inch thick walls – inside every floor has a diameter
of 14 feet. The entire project took more than 240,000 tons of steel, iron and rocks,
ensuring the building could survive the extreme power of ice in the winter on Lake
Superior.
The first lighthouse keeper was John Pasque, who was transferred from Sturgeon
Point Lighthouse. Many workers did not last very long on the isolated island –
Pasque remained for one season before being transferred, and the next keeper only
lasted a month before calling it quits. The next three men who came to maintain the
lighthouse were the Prior brothers, who were able to cope with a life of solitude.
James served from 1883 until 1888; his brother George took over the next year
before being transferred, and the oldest brother William held the position from
1893 to 1896. With no contact with the outside world for most of the early years,
the crew in 1904 didn’t learn of Roosevelt’s presidency until five weeks after the
election. One major problem with being stationed out on the reef was that the
weather dictated when the lighthouse could be reached. This became evident at
the end of the year in 1904, when the tug didn’t arrive until December 14 – by that
time, the four-man crew had no food left and spent the night prior constructing
a makeshift raft to return to shore, which would have been difficult to survive. A
similar event took place in 1913, which is the year of one of the worst storms ever
recorded on the Great Lakes, responsible for dozens of shipwrecks. Due to the cold
weather and massive waves that often exceeded the height of the lighthouse, the
water quickly froze to whatever it touched. When crews arrived at Stannard Rock
to remove the keepers, they found 12 feet of ice covering the tower with the men
trapped inside. Equipped with axes, it took 12 men a week before they were able to
free the workers stuck inside the lighthouse – one year the winter was so bad that
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crews weren’t able to start their season until July because there
was so much ice on the lake.
While most keepers didn’t remain on the job for very long
because of the treacherous and lonesome conditions, other
rules made coping difficult – unlike many other lighthouses,
no children, girlfriends or wives were allowed to live on site.
Not all the men struggled with life on the reef; some seemed
to enjoy the solitude. Two workers who served together for the
longest time were Louis Wilks, who was the longest-serving
keeper, and Elmer Sormunen, who was the longest acting
assistant. Sormunen served from 1934 until 1954, while Wilks
began as keeper in 1936 and continued to hold the position until
1956. Wilks also holds the record for the most consecutive days
of service, which was 99 days. The normal schedule for each
keeper was to serve for three weeks, followed by one week off.
The U.S. Coast Guard took over operation of the lighthouse in
1939, and five years later the tower was electrified with the use of generators.
While the electrical made the crew’s job easier, it was also the cause of one of the
greatest disasters that ever took place on Stannard Rock. In June of 1961, William
Maxwell, Richard Horn, Walter Scobie and Oscar Daniels were working at the
lighthouse – the officer in charge was on leave, and Daniels was an electrician
working on making the tower automated, which would be implemented the
following year and eliminate the need for men on the reef. At 9:30 p.m. on June
18, a sudden explosion erupted and shook the whole tower, throwing the four-man
crew out of their bunks. While it is not known how the fire was sparked, it is known
to have started in the storage room where 1,000 gallons of gasoline were stored,
along with generators and propane tanks. The flames blocked the only exit, forcing
the men to escape out of a window – the fire was burning so hot that limestone in
a part of the lighthouse actually melted. The blast was so powerful that it sent a
television and refrigerator flying out a window and piercing Daniels’ leg with a
large piece of wood from a door.
Maxwell was on watch outside at the time and is believed to have been killed
instantly, while the other three men escaped the inferno and waited outside exposed
to the elements. They were sure once other lighthouses in the area didn’t receive
their hourly radio checkup that help would be on its way; they were mistaken.
Since they weren’t able to return to the lighthouse, the crew was forced to huddle
together with only a tarp covering them. During the chaos, Richard quickly jumped
into the water in an attempt to retrieve the dinghy that flew off the foundation after
the blast. He barely made it out of the water, but quick thinking by Scobie got a
life ring to him just as he went under water. The only rations the three men had to
share was a bottle of ketchup and a can of beans – making matters worse, they had
no idea how long they had to make their limited supplies last. Finally on the third
day help arrived as the Coast Guard buoy tender Woodrush came into view on its
regularly scheduled checkup. Although the fire burned out after about three hours,
the tower acted as a chimney, which helped the smoke smolder for days. The rescue
crew took the men to shore for treatment, and when they returned the smoke was
still pouring out of the lighthouse.
Following the disaster, the Coast Guard
finished making the lighthouse automated and
removed the massive 10-foot-tall Fresnel lens,
which was said to be one of the five largest
lenses ever used on the Great Lakes. After the
lens was packed up, it seemingly disappeared
and it wasn’t located until 1998, in a Coast
Guard building in Maryland – once it was
discovered, it was moved to the Marquette
Maritime Museum in 1999. In 2015, the
Superior Watershed Partnership was deeded
the lighthouse and is now listed under the
National Historic Lighthouse Preservation
Act.
Today the Stannard Rock Lighthouse, which
is said to be one of the top 10 engineering
feats in the United States, sits in the middle of
Lake Superior, lonelier than ever, still warning
boaters of the dangers that lie beneath.
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15 & UP

$
Wanted to Lease
HUNTING LAND. Responsible hunter family looking

to lease 20 – 200 acres. Top prices paid. Ask for Lou,
(810) 305-4825.

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED, at 32260 28 Mile Road in

New Haven, if interested call (586) 749-9118.
Wood bundlers wanted, full or part-time.
Wood processors wanted, full or part-time.
Pallett wrappers wanted, full or part-time.
General laborers wanted, full or part-time.

CEMENT FINISHERS AND LABORERS WANTED.

Wanted to Buy
OLD GAS & OIL SIGNS, OLD GAS PUMPS, AIR
METERS AND OLD FARM & SODA SIGNS.

Willing to pay cash. Honest and fair. Call or text Steve
at (248) 245-7845.
MOTORCYCLES & ATVS WANTED. DEAD or ALIVE
– cash waiting! Also buying motorcycle parts. Email
richmondcycle@frontier.com or call (586) 855-9420.

WANTED CLASSIC CAR

willing to learn. Must be 18 years+, hard-working and
have flexibility to work varied hours on weekdays and
weekends, as well as reliable transportation.
Call (810) 614-8036 or apply on our Facebook page.
See ad on page 25 for more details.

BUYING WWII, VIETNAM & ALL MILITARY
ITEMS, Helmets, Uniforms, Patches, Medals, Flags,
Daggers, Pictures and more. Cash paid! Will travel.
Call or text Jay at (586) 601-8516.

BUYING, SELLING AND
BROKERING:

Used metalworking machinery.
CNC or manual. One machine or
entire plant. Lathes, machining
centers, mills, grinders, etc.
Call (586) 754-9200.
WILL PAY CASH for guitars! Electric or Acoustic.
American-made only. Fender, Gibson, older
Epiphones, Rickenbacker, Gretsch, Taylor, Dobro,
Danelectro, Mosrite, Martin, Guild and
more. Call (586) 491-5405.

SEPTIC TRUCK WANTED. Looking for truck with

2,500 gallon tank or bigger. Good working order.
Auto peferred, but manual will work. Call with details.
(810) 794-5678 or abcbees@comcast.net.

Painting
NEED A HANDYMAN OR SOME PAINTING
DONE? Handyman/Painter with 24 years of

experience. High quality work and competitive rates.
All work guaranteed to meet your satisfaction.
Call Dave at (810) 824-2888.

EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE

THUMBPRINT NEWS IS NOW HIRING!

We are looking to fill an Advertising Sales Position,
commission-based. Experience in the field of sales
is highly desirable. To learn more and apply visit
ThumbPrintNews.com.

From 1930 to 1995. Up to $15,000 paid.
KELLY (248) 338-0852. Macomb Twp. All 7 days.

FOR ADVERTISING RATES CALL (810) 794-2300.

Pay commensurate with experience. Salvaggio & Co.
Construction, call (586) 344-4325.
AARO COMPANIES, Janitors for banks and office
cleaning. PT evening positions available. Placed within
10 miles of your home. (586) 759-3700. To learn
more visit www.aarocompanies.com.
MOTORCYCLE MECHANIC WANTED. Experienced
& own tools. Email richmondcycle@frontier.com or call
(586) 727-3697.

10% OFF

FOXFIRE FIXIN'S RESTAURANT IS LOOKING
FOR SERVERS! Full and part-time, experienced or

Fresh and Silk Flowers For All Occasions

rden Of Peace
a
G
Earn PETAL
F lo
s
t
f
i
rist & G 1 PetalPOINTS!
for every $10 spent

General
SEAWALL SPLASH GUARDS, 12" or 18"

10 Petals = $10
Wedding Specialist • Dish Gardens
off your next purchase
Personalized Gift Baskets
Open Mon.-Sat. 10am-6pm ~ WE DELIVER ~ WE WIRE

professionally installed, fast service, free estimates.
Call (810) 824-2888.

810-420-0751 602 S. MARKET ST., MARINE CITY, MI 48039

MARRIED? DO YOU WANT TO BE?

Call Rev. Vicki, All Faiths Ordained Minister, at
(586) 843-5227 or Newlife4uministries@gmail.com.
All Ministries' services available.
PIANO LESSONS, offered in the convenience of your
home! In this busy world, it's hard to get your child to
one more appointment. Let me bring this training to
you! 30+ years experience. All ages, all keyboards,
beginners to advanced. Serving Lapeer, Sanilac, St.
Clair & Macomb counties, north of 32 Mile Road.
Call Judy at (989) 635-0536.
EXPERIENCE ELEGANCE IN ALGONAC! The
Algonac Banquet Center is available for rental for all
occasions. Located at 1905 Mill Street in Algonac.
For questions or to book, call Keith at (248) 207-6153.

★

★ ★ ★ ★
★ ★ ★
Garages • Basements • Barns • Deck/Shed Removal • Estate Sales • Car Removal
Attics • Fire & Flood Damage • Tractor Work Available • Complete Clean-Up Service
★

sleeps six, low summer rates starting at $1,224
(inclusive) weekly. Wireless internet, outdoor, enclosed
heated pool. Call (586) 648-6168 or visit us online at
gilliganscondo.com.

"You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself any direction you choose."
							
- Dr. Seuss

★

Complete Trash-Out Specialists ~ Uniformed Staff
35+ Years Experience ~ Same Day Service ~ Fully Insured & Bonded

For Rent
MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA CONDO
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ABCBEES
ABC

abcbees@comcast.net
abcbees.com
Licensed & Insured
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Call ABC Home & Commercial Services at (810)

794-5678 to clean your gutters!

Anchor
Glass and
Screen II, LLC

• Doors
• Shower Doors
• Windows • Insulated Glass
• Screen Repair • Custom Mirrors

8287 DIXIE HWY, FAIR HAVEN MI 48023

586.725.5602
WWW.BOBBYMACSBAYSIDE.COM

• SEPTEMBER SPECIAL ● 10% OFF WOODEN CHAIR REPAIRS

ED BICKLEY

(586) 725-7107

Fax (586) 725-7112
8900 Dixie Hwy., Fair Haven, MI 48023

CHAIRS REGLUED • WICKER/CANE REPAIRS/REWOVEN
TOUCH-UP • WOOD MAINTENANCE • FREE ESTIMATES
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

586-839-1136

THECHAIRMANFURNITUREREPAIR.COM
AFFORDABLE
FITNESS FOR

storage solutions

EVERYONE!

Indoor / Outdoor • Boat • RV
Classic Car Storage

24 Hour Gym & Tanning Access

2 Great Locations!
Marysville
782 Huron Boulevard
810-364-4650
St. Clair
201 North Riverside Avenue
810-364-4650
OP
EN
24 H
K
OURS 7 DAYS A WEE

6242 King Rd., Marine City, MI 48039
Phone 810-765-3100 • info@spautorefinishing.com

®

WWW.VIKINGFITNESSCENTERS.COM

ABC

• Complete
Auto Repair
• Computer
Diagnostics
• Electrical
• Alignments
• Exhaust Repair
• Custom Exhaust

Shelly Konarski

YL Enroller/Sponsor #2409827

810.543.2581

A multiservice company that you can trust!

Have your chimney
cleaned between
burning seasons

to reduce your risk of flames later!

  

Independent Distributor

EDUCATION IS THE KEY TO WELLNESS
100% NON-TOXIC & CRUELTY-FREE PRODUCTS

Home & Commercial Services

abcbees.com • abcbees@comcast.net • Licensed & Insured

7200 RIVER ROAD
MARINE CITY, MI 48039
810-765-Y ALL (9255)
WWW.FOXFIREFIXINS.COM

844-786-7767
4743 Gratiot Ave., St. Clair, MI

Check out the Wheelin' Podcast
with Keith and Johnny Orange.
You can download it for free at iTunes,
iHeartRadio, wheelinradio.com, and from
many of your favorite podcasting sources.

You can also follow us at
facebook.com/wheelinradio
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Print ads help you establish your brand visibility in
ways online marketing doesn’t. Readers interact
with print advertisments differently; it’s a more
personal experience, the ads are tangible and often
looked at longer than digital ones. They also have a
longer shelf life, hanging around in peoples homes.

An Independently Owned and
Operated Michigan Newspaper

ThumbPrint New
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♦ Residential Events
♦ Contractors
♦ New Builds
♦ Remodels
♦ Builders
♦ Plumbers
♦ Municipalities
♦ Festivals & Fairs

CALL 810-794-5678 FOR ALL YOUR

PROFESSIONAL POTTY NEEDS!
Available in ADA, Standard
and Family Size Units!

Licensed & Insured
Commercial /Residential

abcbees@comcast.net • abcbees.com

Dear Bride...

September 2020

By Rita MacDonald
ThumbPrint News Columnist

Recently, a friend of mine posed a question on social media, asking for advice on being a
mother-in-law to her soon-to-be son-in-law. I really, really appreciated her humility in doing so
because what it revealed to all who read it was that she was thinking of the new couple instead of
herself. She wants to be good to himand to themas a newly-married couple. So she was seeking
advice from those who've walked in the shoes she is getting ready to slip on. I loved that!
Afew years ago, I sat outside having lunch with someone who often has wisdomworth not only
remembering, but writing down. My friend, Noelle, shared with me that early in her marriage, she
often spent a couple of days per week with her mother, and it just never occurred to her to invite
her mother-in-law over to join themfor lunch, coffee or an afternoon enjoying their new grandson.
At some point, her mother-in-law began calling and asking if she could drop by with some
sandwiches for themto share. It was a big help not having to make lunch, so she would welcome
her visit. Soon, she had a day per week that she was actually getting to know her mother-in-law
in a way she never had before. They became friends – close friends, in fact, and she often sought
wisdomfromher over the years ahead – about life, marriage, raising children and other womanly
things, while she and her husband raised their three sons. The mothers-in-law, Betty and Edna,
became close friends and came to truly love each other as well. Today, this is one of the most
loving, godly families I know. It's been a year since Betty passed away, and Noelle still cherishes
the wisdom she inherited from her mother-in-law.
If you do a Google search of the word "mother-in-law," immediately after its definition the
monster-in-law jokes begin, and the word "toxic" shows up in link after link. Also in the search
inevitably one finds this saying, "A son is a son till he takes a wife, but a daughter is a daughter
the rest of her life."
So the advice I gave to my friend on social media, who was soon to have a son-inlaw was this: moms grieve the loss of their sons. Maybe not all moms do, but I
sure did. Maybe you're reading this and you think I'mwrong. But tell me then,
fromwhere does the above saying come – because after all, everyone seems
to know it by heart? When young couples marry, they have a tendency to
cling to the bride's family and the groom's family becomes an afterthought.
His mother often becomes forgotten and unacknowledged.
One of my sons moved to Chicago two weeks before my older son got
married, so in a matter of two weeks I went from being the single mother
of two and a home with young men in and out of it leaving all sorts of piles
and making all kinds of noise, to having a completely silent and empty
home. Now, throw menopause in with that and you have the perfect
recipe for feeling lonely, not needed, forgotten and unimportant. And
even while none of those feelings might be true – they are real.
Ladies, can we just be a little more sensitive with each other, for
crying out loud?
Dear Bride, your mother-in-law could likely be one of your life-long
best friends. She raised her son, she poured her heart, soul, blood, sweat
and tears into him, and now she is giving all of him to you. She's not
asking for you to give him back. She's just asking for you to remember
her, to acknowledge her, and to include her. She's your ally. She loves
you. She's your cheerleader. She wants what is best for you. Please
remind your husband to call home, or to just stop by, open the fridge like
old times, and ask if there's anything to eat. Please be the one who finds
NOTRUTH in the saying "A son is a son till he takes a wife”, or even the
one who PROVES it untrue!
If you're an older, or more mature lady who is lucky enough to have
influence on younger brides in your circle of friends in life, please...
be wise like my friend Noelle, who reminded me of the loving
relationship between Ruth and Naomi in the Bible, and
encouraged me to be intentional about a friendship
with my daughter-in-law.
Some advice to moms of sons: some
sandwiches might just be the start of a
lifelong, sweet friendship.

"Respect your parents. They passed
school without Google." –Anonymous
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(810) 794-5678 to prevent fleas & ticks!
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COMMON FELINE TOXICOSIS

By Dr. DiBenedetto, ThumbPrint News Columnist
Cats are a little more finicky than dogs about what they will
ingest. But their unique metabolism of xenobiotics makes them
particularly sensitive to some substances. A xenobiotic is a
chemical substance found within an organism that is not naturally
produced or expected to be present within the organism. Here are
some toxic substances to watch out for in your cats, as well as a quick review of feline
metabolism.
In felines, toxins pass through the liver in two phases. The first phase is to deactivate
and conjugate the toxin. This process is called glucuronidation; however, cats have
limited glucuronidation capabilities and use another process called sulfation. The second
phase is to clear the toxin. This is done through excretion of the toxins in urine, stool,
breath or sweat. This difference in liver metabolism means that substances that are safe
in other species can be deadly in cats and that the toxic dose of many substances may be
much lower in this species.
Some common toxins include acetaminophen and Orajel. Both are common products
for us to have on hand at home. Acetaminophen can produce both hepatotoxicosis and
methemoglobinemia in cats. Clinical signs include pale to muddy (cyanotic) mucous
membranes, hypothermia, tachycardia, edema of the face and extremities, central
nervous system depression, anorexia, vomiting, salivation, diarrhea, coma or death.
Treatment consist of supplementing oxygen and administering antidotes to counteract
the methemoglobinemia.
Orajel can also result in a toxicosis characterized by methemoglobinemia and a Heinz
body anemia in cats. Methemoglobinemia can develop in cats in just 20 to 30 minutes
after a single topical application (spray). Treatment is the same as that for acetaminophen
toxicosis.
Kaopectate is another common over the counter product we keep on hand in our homes
that is toxic to cats. Kaopectate (Chatten Inc.) was not considered toxic to cats until
2002, when bismuth subsalicylate or aspirin was added to the product. Cats are especially
susceptible to this and toxicosis in cats can occur with as little as one tablespoon (about
15 ml) of regular strength Kaopectate. Clinical signs include lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea,
hematemesis, melena, abdominal pain, severe gastric ulceration and perforation.
Treatment involves gastrointestinal decontamination with emetics and activated
charcoal, if ingested within four hours of presentation. After four hours, administration
of intravenous fluids and gastrointestinal protectants is needed.
So, always remember to consult with your veterinarian before giving your cats any
over the counter medications you have on hand at home.
Editor’s note: Dr. DiBenedetto is a veterinarian at Maple Veterinary Hospital located at
2981 Iowa in Troy, Michigan. The hospital website is www.mvhvet.com. For other pet-related
questions, you can reach Dr. DiBenedetto at (248) 585-2622.

Pet Photgoe
Challen

Each month, ThumbPrint News prints a photo of an object, person or a place
for our readers to identify. If you think you know the answer, go to our website
www.thumbprintnews.com and enter your answer. Of all persons submitting the
correct answer by the 12th of the month, one will be randomly selected to be entered
into a drawing for a wonderful surprise gift at the end of the year! On December
13, 2020, one winner will be drawn out of all the monthly winners and the lucky
person will be notified.
For our August contest, we asked our readers
to identify what the item to the left is and for
what it is used. Of all of those who entered, Dave
Loersch, of Chesterfield Township, Michigan,
was the only reader to guess correctly and will
be entered into the year-end drawing. Dave
identified the object as an archer’s thumb ring.
Here is a little bit more about it, according to
primitiveways.com:
“Most westerners have never seen or heard about the
thumb ring and draw used in Asian archery. The Turks,
Koreans and Mongols still use a thumb ring to draw their
bows. Actually it's the thumb, index and second fingers
that draw the bow, with the thumb ring protecting the pad
of the first thumb joint. The end of the thumb and ring
acts as a second class lever with the joint being the fulcrum,
like the wheel of a wheel barrow. The load is the bow string sitting against the ring,
just past the joint, and the end of the thumb and ring is held with the index and
second fingers, like the handles of the wheel barrow. The palm is held down and
the release is like flicking a quarter. The thumb and two fingers are much stronger
than the three finger draw. Palm down is a much more ergonomic hand position. It's
very much like a modern mechanical release, but thousands of years
old. Because the thumb release twists the bow string
in the opposite direction to the three finger release,
Asian archers place their arrows on the opposite side
of the bow handle. A right-handed Asian archer will
put his arrow on the right side of the bow.”
For our September contest, we are asking our readers
to identify what the item pictured to the right is and for
what it is used. Go to our website www.thumbprintnews.com
if you know the answer. GOOD LUCK!

This rescue dog, Rosie, turned 12 years old in January.

According to her owner Gayle, Rosie likes to pass the time away
reading ThumbPrint News, but as you can see, she does sometimes
get tired and takes breaks while reading.
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SO, HOW MANY OF OUR READERS OUT THERE WOULD LIKE TO JOIN IN OUR ANIMAL CHALLENGE?
IT CAN BE ANY KIND OF PET OR, IF YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN, A WILD ANIMAL.

e
check out thpet
menagerie ofbooks
ce
on ouw.rbit.lfa
y/tpnpets
ww

HOW TO SUBMIT: Please submit a good quality .jpeg photo(s) to
ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net and include a few sentences about your
photo(s). When your photo(s) appear in the paper, we will be sure to send
you a complimentary copy, so please include your full name and address
with your submission. If you need to submit via the postal service, please
mail to the address on page 2 of this paper. Enclose a SASE if you
want your photo returned. Thank you.

"If you want to be
respected, start
with yourself;
respect yourself
and love yourself.
This you can do
today even when
others will not.
How respectfully
you treat yourself
is in time reflected
back from others
more and more
each day. It always
begins with you."
– Bryant McGill
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Delicious Fooed =+
A Good Caus

A Great Time!

R.E.A.P what you S.O.W

*excludes beer, wine, alcohol, taxes and tips

Quinn
Quips

By Rex Quinn,

Foxf ire F ixin's

ThumbPrint News Columnist

Flaky Fables - MIDDLE AGES

With this virus outbreak, I’ve been reading
old magazine articles we’ve hoarded since
the 1980s. Since somebody started those
toilet paper shortage rumors, we decided to
hang onto them.
Yesterday, I read about the Middle Ages
(not mine, but the world’s). We may have
it bad for a few months, but those folks suffered nearly 1,000
years…and those were the rich ones.
How tough was it? Well, rich people owned the land, lived in a
castle, and could afford to bathe once a year.
Peasants farmed that land, and lived in houses made of wood,
straw and clay. Those dwellings had no windows, dirt floors…and
sometimes farm animals slept inside. (That meant their wooden
TVs had to remain at high volume.)
These people worked long hours, between sunrise and sunset.
had no wristwatches, and sundials were too heavy to keep in a
pocket.
Many remedies were herbal, and were passed down from one
generation to the next, mostly by conversation. (These were the
first oral medications.)
Consequently, there were very few old people, because anybody
over 30 with three or four teeth and most of his fingers was
considered a geezer.
And nearly everybody had superstitions. Many believed in
witches, and their ability to transform into werewolves at night.
This made parties extremely risky, and curfews a lifesaver.
Next time, we’ll talk more about the Middle Ages, and why so
few of those folks are around today.
www.freepik.com/Background vector created by macrovector

Looking for something new?

Residential Education Agricultural Program
Self-Confident, Opportunistic Workshops

is now looking
for extra help
Part-time or
full-time available.

Join our high-energy, positive environment team today.

SERVERS

REQUIREMENTS: Applicant must be 18 years of age or older. Must have
understanding that nights, holidays and weekends are the most needed times,
though a.m. shifts and an extremely flexible schedule can be provided. Must
not be a substance abuser. Maintain a positive attitude towards customers and
co-workers.
RESPONSIBILITIES: include but are not limited to serving tables and
hiqh-quality customer service; additional tasks will be assigned during
non-peak times such as: prepping, line cooking, dish washing, cleaning, etc.
Must be able to keep calm in a high-pressure environment and work well with
others as a team.
WE ARE WILLING: to train, even if you have no experience. Our 11-page
menu will provide you with an amazing culinary experience and open many
doors. We understand that this is a challenging field and once we find the right
person(s), we will provide you with a higher-than-average pay for the respective
jobs in our area and give continued raises with the more experience you gain.
To set up an interview, call Diane at (810) 614-8036.

SEPTEMBER

DESIGN BY PIKISUPERSTAR ON FREEPIK.COM
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If you have an event in October that you would like listed in the October issue of ThumbPrint
News, email it to ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net by September 12, 2020. There is no charge
for the listing. Limited space is available for publishing events in this section. If it becomes
necessary to eliminate some of the events that were submitted to us, we apologize. Events that
were submitted earliest and non-profit events will be given the first priority.
Editor’s note: Before traveling beyond your hometown to attend any of these events, please call ahead
for any changes in dates or times or for any cancellations.

GENESEE

No events were submitted for Genesee County this month.

LAPEER

No events were submitted for Lapeer County this month.

MACOMB

All of Macomb County
All of September
Woman’s Life Chapter 855 Bottles and Cans Drive. Helping those

in need in our community. Make a difference today by donating. For larger
donations, we have a pickup service. Call (810) 392-5136 for pickup or drop off
places in Memphis, Richmond and Chesterfield.

Sterling Heights
All of September
Advance Ticket Purchase for Lincoln High School 50th Class
Reunion, Century Banquet Center, 33204 Maple Lane, 6:30 p.m. – 11:30 p.m.

on Saturday, October 3. Tickets are advance purchase only. For additional details
contact Kathy Orkisz at kathyorkisz@comcast.net.

OAKLAND

No events were submitted for Oakland County this month.

ST. CLAIR

Algonac – August – December
Advance Ticket Sales for the 17th Annual History of the Christmas
Tree Walk. Buy your ticket now for this December event! Over 200 Christmas

trees, decorated with authentic ornaments from the 1850s to the present, are
displayed inside of a 9,500 sq. ft. log home. Last year there were over 4,500
visitors to the home. This year in addition to the 17 dates of the Standard
Tour, we will be offering 13 dates for a new Deluxe Tour that will be limited
to 20 people for each time period (for those wanting to be a part of a smaller
group) and also includes a meal at Foxfire Fixin's Restaurant. The Deluxe Tour
tickets are only available in advance, so get your purchase in early! Standard
Tour tickets are discounted until November 30, 2020. All details are available at
TheChristmasWalk.com or see page 16 of this issue.

Port Huron – September 14
GriefShare, Colonial Woods Christian Counseling Center, 1101 Military St.,

7:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. This is the first of weekly sessions meeting on Mondays
for those who are grieving a loss due to death. Can be joined at any time. At this
point we are not sure if the sessions will be telehealth or face-to-face. Cost is a
$30 one time fee for attendance and materials. No child care provided.
To register or for more information call (810) 984-5575.

SANILAC

No events were submitted for Sanilac County this month.

"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow
belongs to those who prepare for it today." – Malcom X

OPIOIDS
& OTHER

DRUGS

September 2020

SEPTEMBER

2020

NATIONAL
RECOVERY

MONTH

FREE WEBINARS

VIRTUAL SERIES

FOR THE COMPLETE LIST OF WEBINAR
SESSIONS, DETAILED INFORMATION ON
DATES/TIMES AND ONLINE REGISTRATION:

www.scccmh.org/events/opioid-summit/

Taking place during National Recovery Month, this webinar series will include
15 different sessions related to the nation-wide drug crisis and how it is
affecting the state of Michigan and St. Clair County. Webinar sessions will
provide an examination of current efforts, local statistics, treatment
approaches, the recovery process, impacts on family systems and prevention
strategies. This event will bring together physicians, healthcare workers, human
service professionals, law enforcement officers, school personnel, local
government officials, first responders, the recovery community and others to
continue to address this serious public health issue.

There is no cost to participate in webinar sessions and participants may
register for as many as they choose. Continuing Education Credits are
pending for several professional disciplines, including Social Work CEs,
Medical CMEs, MCOLES, MCBAP, EMS CEs. See website for full details
and instructions.
SEPTEMBER 2020 Webinar Schedule - Opioids and Other Drugs Virtual Series
9/1 TUE) 11AM When Epidemics Collide: The Impact of COVID-19 on the Opioid Crisis
Dr. Frank McGeorge, WDIV Channel 4 News
9/2 WED) 9AM Opioids and Other Drugs: A Law Enforcement Perspective Captain Mat King
9/3 THU) 10AM Addiction through a Trauma Informed Lens Tom Moore
9/9 WED) 10AM Addiction: Compassion > Stigma Judge Linda Davis
9/10 THU) 2PM From Horror to Hope Phil Pavona
9/11 FRI) 9AM Voices of Change: Recovery Stories Devon France and Reva Mitchell
9/14 MON) 1PM What Is Treatment? A Quick Overview of American Society of Addicition
Medicine (ASAM) Criteria Ken Heuvelman
9/15 TUE) 11AM How to Get on the Same Page: Working with Adults and Youth who Present
with Resistant Behaviors Shannon McKeever
9/16 WED) 9AM Teaching Older Adults Self-Management Approaches to Manage Chronic Pain
or Chronic Conditions Dawn Contreras and Sheilah Hebert
9/16 WED) 3PM Family Recovery Coaching Phil Pavona
9/17 THU) 10AM Advancing Recovery Through Mindfulness Tom Moore
9/21 MON) 10AM Complementary Pain Management Markus Munger, Jason Go and Dr. Nick
Reina
9/22 TUE) 11AM Recover Together: Eliminating Tough Love and Embracing Loving Well Katie
Donovan
9/23 WED) 2PM Understanding Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) Dr. Annette Mercatante
and Alyson Koch
9/24 THU) 2PM Pathophysiology of Addiction Dr. Mohammad Saeed
9/25 FRI) 9AM After the Overdose: Impacts on the Community Amy Smith and Mike
McCartan
9/28 MON) 10AM Medication Assisted Treatment for Opioid Use Disorder Dr. Janis Romanik
9/29 TUE) 1PM Opioids, Adolescents and Relationship Building Melissa Hunt
9/30 WED) 2PM State of the County Panel Deb Johnson, Jim Johnson, Dr. Annette Mercatante,
Dr. Janis Romanik, Mat King and Ken Heuvelman

Questions? opioidsummit@scccmh.org or (810) 985-8900
St. Clair County
Community Mental Health

Promoting Discovery & Recovery Opportunities
for Healthy Minds & Bodies

Connect with us:

810-985-8900
www.scccmh.org
facebook.com/scccmh

Supported by funds from Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. St. Clair County Community
Mental Health is an approved provider with the Michigan Social Work Continuing Education Collaborative. The
approved provider number is: MICEC-0054. The St. Clair County Medical Society is accredited by the Michigan State
Medical Society Committee on CME Accreditation to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
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Call ABC Home & Commercial Services at

(810) 794-5678 if you're going batty!
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Make the Most of Your Summer Produce
Join us online to learn new ways to use the rest of your garden and farm market
produce! Let us help you fill your pantry and freezer by preserving food safely.
You can join us for each session or choose just the topics that interest you.
Classes offered at 1-2:30 p.m. & 6 -7:30 p.m. EDT each week:
September 3 - Too Many Tomatoes
September 10 - Salsa 101
Preregistration
September 17 - Know your Canners
is Required
September 24 - Basics of Sauerkraut
October 8 - Preparing Soups for Winter
October 15 - Making Applesauce
October 22 - Preserving Food for Gifts
October 29 - Preserving Venison
Please register online at www.bit.ly/MSUpreserveharvest
Join us online via Zoom using your laptop, tablet, smartphone or any device
To listen by phone: call in advance to register (877) 643-9882

Brought to you by Foxfire Fixin’s

“The idea of a full dress for preparation for a battle comes not from a
belief that it will add to the fighting ability. The preparation is for
death, in case that should be the result of the conflict. Every Indian
wants to look his best when he goes to meet the Great
Spirit, so the dressing up is done whether an
imminent danger is an oncoming battle or a sickness
or injury at times of peace.”
-Wooden Leg, Cheyenne Warrior
Nickname: Eats from His Hand, 1858–1940
Quote is sourced from a 1903 interview with author Thomas Bailey Marquis

EXTEND
THE
LIFE
OF
YOUR
GARAGE
DOOR!
call ABC Residential repairs, maintenance, installation Upgrades
FOR

AND

hinges

rollers

springs

cables

sensors

motors

sections

adjustment

WE WORK ON SECTIONALS, TILTUPS AND ROLLUPS

FREE ONSITE ESTIMATE*
OUR CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN HAS
OVER 10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

FOR ANNUAL ADJUSTMENTS, LUBRICATION AND OILING,
ASK ABOUT OUR PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

ABC

*REQUIRES GARAGE ENTRY

Home & Commercial Services
A multiservice company that you can trust!

abcbees@comcast.net • abcbees.com • Licensed & Insured

SUBSCRIBE TO ENJOY

Fill it out this form and return it to the address below, or call (810) 794-2300 to order by credit card.

We are an Independent, Michigan Owned and Operated Newspaper.

An imprint of places and people at work and play in the Thumb of Michigan

MAILED TO YOUR HOME!
12 MONTHS FOR $30

6 MONTHS FOR $16.50

OTHER: $3 PER ISSUE

___ ISSUES FOR $___

MAIL FORM & PAYMENTS TO: TPN Subscriptions − 8061 Marsh Rd., Clay, MI. 48001 START MY SUBSCRIPTION
Cash
Check
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: ThumbPrint News
MONTH
YEAR
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Visit www.ThumbPrintNews.com to read online anytime!
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LARGEST AMISH FURNITURE
MAKER IN THE WORLD

Choose your Solid Wood & Finish

Every Custom Piece is
Handcrafted by the Amish
Daniel’s Amish Available at

Choose from 40 Collections

